
They protest publicly with a video

These Ukrainian soldiers were sent to the slaughter

Kiev's counteroffensive has begun. And it has gone badly for the
Ukrainians. Survivors tell of being used as cannon fodder. They were told
that they would not encounter resistance and instead they were targeted.
One in three did not make it back.
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These (see the picture) are the Ukrainian soldiers who survived an assault.
They protest with a video about being sent to the brink.

See after minute 38� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AgJFtsqD3I

They were told they would meet no resistance on the Russian defence lines,
but instead they were massacred.
The assaults ordered by Zelensky and supported by NATO are failing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AgJFtsqD3I


tragically.
The counter-offensive is proving to be a bloodbath.
One in three is never coming back.

Russian artillery has hit tanks, armoured vehicles and soldiers. Ukrainian
troops got so confused that they risked shooting other soldiers, also
Ukrainian, mistaking them for Russian troops. A disaster.

There were massacres of Ukrainians sent to the brink. They were told (to
motivate them) that they would find no resistance among the Russians and
instead there was pigeon shooting, with losses of 30%.

And the weapons sent by Europe and the United States, far from having
as their purpose the protection of civilians, are a tool placed in the hands of
young men who will know death in the next few hours.
They serve to send the Ukrainian military into a bloody and absurd
counter-offensive against what are probably, at this moment, the most heavily
fortified military lines in the world.

One thinks of the impossible assaults ordered by Italian general Luigi
Cadorna (a war criminal) in the World War I, recounted by Emilio Lussu in
'Un anno sull'Altipiano' and masterfully described in Francesco Rosi's film
'Uomini contro'.
These images come dramatically to mind today.
'Die, don't retreat', was Cadorna's famous phrase.
The frontal assaults in the open, suicidal attacks that under Cadorna's
command were the rule: in the eleven battles of the Isonzo, over 120,000
were killed, in order to move the front a few metres.
Today we risk seeing the same bloody script again.

Zelensky like Cadorna.


